
SIR GAWAIN ESSAY QUESTIONS

1. Sir Gawain and the Green Knight has many paired or parallel characters, settings, or situations. Choose the paired
elements that interest you most and look a.

Gawain never knew what was coming his way throughout the grand scheme of the game, but one thing was
for certain he was being tested. Though prevented from the worse fateâ€”deathâ€”this injury is intended to
reinforce the importance of honesty. As a knight, Gawain is expected to possess and abide by many chivalrous
facets. For more on this topic, consider how women were perceived during the time of Gawain and reflect on
their dubious roles in the story. Let us swear, friend, to make this exchange, however our hap may be, for
worse or for better. Sir Gawain proves himself to be a commendable knight, for he is tested by Bertilak of
Hautdesert the green knight and passes most temptations. The knight was thus gaily dressed in greenâ€¦. Jessie
L. Even the steed on which he rode was of the same hue, a green horseâ€¦. Sir Gawain thanks the escort for his
warning but tells him that he has to keep his word, otherwise he would become a coward. While on his
journey to adulthood, he passes three major tests. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, Lady Bertilak who,
throughout the poem attempts to seduce Gawain, asks for a token and offers him two of her own. All quotes
contain page numbers as well. Aside from the thesis statements above, these quotes alone can act as essay
questions or study questions as they are all relevant to the text in an important way. All of the important
quotes from Sir Gawain and the Green Knight listed here correspond, at least in some way, to the paper topics
above and by themselves can give you great ideas for an essay by offering quotes and explanations about other
themes, symbols, imagery, and motifs than those already mentioned and explained. Thus is the case with "Sir
Gawain and the Green Knight". The story dates back into the fourteenth century, but no one knows who
originally wrote the poem. These thesis statements offer a short summary of Sir Gawain and the Green Knight
in terms of different elements that could be important in an essay. In each case, Sir Gawain not only fails to
perform well, but performs particularly poorly, especially in the case of his relationship with God. Arthur first
asked the Green Knight to sit down and join them to tell the story. Why do you think the Gawain poet
aggrandizes Gawain by describing his equipment and clothing in such extravagant and hyperbolic detail? For
what purpose would Gawain poet place King Arthur in line with the founders of the ancient civilizations?
There is the green knight and the green girdle. The poem Sir Gawain and the Green Knight begins in the hall
of King Author where a man known as the Green Knight brings a challenge to any knight in the kingdom.


